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1. HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS 
IN THIS paper we will be concerned with the stabilization by feedback of Hamiltonian systems. 
In order to facilitate our discussions (especially when applying Lyapunov’s second method) 
we will restrict ourselves to a particular, although natural, subclass of Hamiltonian systems 
given in the following way [l]. 
Let Q be an n-dimensional smooth manifold, denoting the configuration space, and let T*Q 
be the cotangent bundle, denoting the phase space or srufe space. Furthermore there is a 
smooth m-dimensional output manifold Y (m < n) and a smooth output map C : Q- Y. 
(Smooth will mean C” or Ck, with k sufficiently big, although we shall restrict ourselves in the 
second part of Section 2 to analytic data.) For simplicity we take C to be submersive. so rank 
dC(q) = m. We assume that the system on T*Q has an internal energy which is the sum of a 
kinetic energy K and a porentiul energy V. This means that there exists a Riemannian metric 
(,) on Q, in local coordinates (q,, . . . , q,J for Q given by 
with gij smooth functions satisfying gi,(q) = g,;(q), for each i, j, and (g,(q)) > 0 for each q. 
Given local coordinates (q,, . . . , q,J for Q we define natural coordinates (q ,, , . , qn, p,, . . , 
p,J for T*Q by letting (q,, . . . , qnr pI, . . . , ,D,J correspond to the one-form 
(t pi4 on Q 
in the point (q,, . . . , q,J E Q. In such natural coordinates the kinetic energy K is then defined 
by 
K(q, P) = $, &?)P~P, 
where (g”(q)) is the inverse matrix of (gi,(q)). Finally the potential energy is defined as a 
smooth function V : Q + IR. By letting Jz : T*Q + Q denote the canonical projection, and by 
identifying V with V 0 n and C with C 0 n, we obtain a Humiftoniun system with Hamilton 
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function H(q.p) = K(q. p) + V(q) and ourpur map C : T’Q- Y given by the equations 
&!f+guac, i= 1,. . .,n 
(1.1) 
i I=1 1 aq, 
Y, = C,(q) ;= 1,. .,m 
where C = (C,. . , C,) in local coordinates y = (y i. . , y,J for Y. We refer to Brockett [2] 
and van der Schaft [l, 3, 31 for more information and motivation. The input functions u = (u,, 
. ., 11,) : W- Xrn are interpreted in the following way. The manifold T*Y, being a cotangent 
bundle, has natural coordinates (JV,, . . , ynr. u,, . , 11,). Now we let a pair of outputs y and 
inputs 11 correspond to a point in T*Y endowed with this coordinate system. So the input u = 
(u,. , I(,,,) denotes an element in the fiber of T”Y above the point y = (y,. . . . y,). This 
allows us to define external force forms, or more or less equivalently static output feedback, as 
sections of T” Y, and to give a coordinate free definition of external work [ 1,4]. It may happen 
that some of the input functions U, in (1.1) have to be constant zero; in this case we speak of 
a degenerate Hamiltonian system. This means that we cannot use all of the control possibilities 
which are compatible with the outputs. 
The above type of Hamiltonian systems (1.1) occurs frequently. Consider for instance a 
mechanical system described by a Lagrangian function L(q, 4) = T(q. 4) - V(q). with 
the kinetic energy. Then the Euler-Lagrange equations including the external forces ui are 
d dL aL 
i-J 
- - = 1(_ 
dt aq,, dq, i 
i= 1,. . .,n 






with H(q, p) = K(q, p> + V(q), and 
K(q, P) = * ;+I g”(q)PiPj. 
Adjoining the output equations 
Yi = 4i i= 1,. .,n 
to (1.3a) we again obtained a system of the form (1.1). In fact given a system (1 




1) and given 
a coordinate 
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system (ql, . . , q,,) for Q, such that C,(q,, . . , q,,) = qL. i = 1, . . . . m [j]. Hence we obtain 
equations (1.3) with a number of external forces or outputs which is smaller than the number 
of configuration space coordinates (generalized coordinates). 
For studying the structural properties of (1.1) or (1.3) we introduce the following Lie algebra 
[ 1,4,6]. For two functions F, G : T*Q --, ;R the Poisson bracket is defined as 
(1.4) 
Let now % be the smallest subspace of the linear space C%(T*Q) of smooth functions on T*Q 
that contains the functions Ci, . . , C, and is closed w.r.t. Poisson bracketing with H and C,, 
. .) C,,,, i.e. if G E % then {H, G} E % and {Ci, G} E %. It is easily seen that % is actually a 
Lie algebra w.r.t. the Poisson bracket: if Gi, G2 E %, then {G,, G,} E %. The following basic 
result holds [6]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Consider a Hamiltonian system (1.1) with Lie algebra %. Let d%(x) = 
span{dG(x)]G E Se) for every x E T*Q. Then dim d%(x) = dim T*Q, t/x E T*Q, imphes that 
the system (1.1) is strongly accessible as well as locally weakly obseruabfe. Conversely, if (1.3) 
is strongly accessible or locally weakly observable, then dim d%(x) = dim r*Q for every x in 
an open and dense subset of T*Q. 
The above theorem holds in fact for general Hamiltonian systems. In the case of Hamiltonian 
systems of the form (1.1) ‘9, has a more refined structure. Define %e, as the linear subspace of 
C”(T*Q) generated by taking only Poisson brackets with H, i.e. 
%a = span{C[, {H, CL}, {H, {H, C,)}, . , i = 1, . . . , m}. (1.5) 
It is clear that Se, C % and gt, = %, where - denotes the closure w.r.t. Poisson bracketing. It 
now easily follows from the structure of H = K + V and Ci that the expressions in %O and also 
in % are polynomials in the variables pl, . , . , p,, with coefficients which are smooth functions 
of (qi, . . . , qn). In fact every element in % can be written as a sum of homogeneous polynomials 
in (pi, . . . , p,,) which are all of euen degree, or all of odd degree. (A polynomial G(q,p) in 
(Pi?. . .,p,)ishomogeneousofdegreekifG(q,Api ,..., Apn)=AkG(q,pI ,..., p,),VAER.) 
This special structure of % has already one important consequence, namely that % is invariant 
under the canonical involution @ : T*Q --, T*Q given by $(q,p) = (q, -p). This implies that 
every system (1.1) is time-reuersible, i.e. if (u(t), y(r)), t E R, is a possible input-output 
behavior of the system, then so is the pair (z.i(t), y(t)), r E R, with n(r) = u(-r) and p = y(-t) 
(cf. [I, 41). (R emark: the study of symmetries of (1.1) can also be performed within the 
framework of the Lie algebra % [7]. It would be interesting to exploit the structure of % in this 
context.) 
Finally we will enlarge the framework of (1. l), by assuming that we can also measure the 
derivatives of the output functions, i.e. (some of) the generalized velocities. Let yi = C,(q) be 
an output of (1.1). Then 
Y, = 
I 
H - ,g, UjCj, Ci 
I 
= {H, Ci1- ,ii uj{Cj, Cl] = {H, Ci) 
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for every 14. We call the system 
aH 
41 = dp, 
i= 1.. . .,n 
di = - g + jt, 11/z , I 
(1.6a) 
with outputs 
Y, = C,(s) 
Y; = {H, C;1(9, P) 
(1.6b) 
a Hamiltonian system with extended measurements. Notice that the system (1.6) is locally 
weakly observable if and only if the original system (1.1) is locally weakly observable, since 
{H, C,}E%, i= 1.. . .,m. 
2. STABILIZATION 
Consider a general nonlinear system 
x = f(x, u), x E ‘M (2.1) 
with equilibrium point (s, u) = (0. 0), i.e. f(0, 0) = 0. It is well known that we can locally 
construct a feedback u = et(x), with a(0) = 0, such that x = 0 is a (locally) asymptotically stable 
point for A! = f(x. (u(x)) ( we say that X =f(x, u) can be stabilized by feedback), if the linearized 
system .< = Ax + Bu with 
A=$(O.O), B=~(O,O) (2.3) 
is conrrolfable [8]. We refer to this method as stabilization by Lyapunov’s first method 
(linearization). Furthermore we remark that his condition is invariant under feedback 
u = (u(x, ci), with n(O, 0) = 0 and (ax/aQ) of full rank (~2 is the new input vector). In fact, 
denote the feedback transformed system by J! = f(x, Li), with Ax, 5) :=f(x, (Y(x, fi)). Then 
A = 2 (0, 0) = 2 (0,O) + -$ (0,O) $ (0,O) 
and 
= A + B g (0,O) 
fi = g (0-O) = $ (0,O) z (0,O) = B g (0,O). 
It is clear that (A, B) is controllable if and only if (A, B) is controllable. 
Let us for simplicity assume that f is of the form 
j-(x, u) =4x) + i; 0,(x). 
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then the above condition can be equivalently stated in a more geometric way as follows [9]. 
Define Z0 as the following linear subspace of VZ(M), the linear space of vector fields on &f: 
~e,=span{Bi,[A,B,],[A,[A.Bi]] ,..., i=l,..., m} (2.3) 
with [ ,] the Lie bracket. It is then easily seen that, since A(0) = 0, controllability of 
(2 (O,O>, 2 (0,O)) 
is equivalent to the condition dim 2&(O) = dim M, where Z&,(O) = span{X(O)]X E Ye,}. This 
condition is customarily referred to as the “ad-condition”. 
For Hamiltonian systems (1.1) the above condition for stabilization by Lyapunov’s first 
method can be translated as follows. Let (q,p) = (0,O) b e an equilibrium point for (1. l), so 
(aV/dq)(O) = 0. Define 
Q = (&CO)), 
1 / 
P = (g (O,o)) = k”(O)), 
1 I 
Ci = ( i 2(O) . 




around (q, p) = (0,O) if the linear 
Y = cq (2.5) 
with ci the ith row of the matrix C, is controllable. This is also easily seen to be equivalent to 
the controllability of the pair (PQ, PC?. The equivalent ad-condition in this case can be 
expressed by requiring that dim dY&(O, 0) = dim T*Q, where se, is the subspace of Cx(T*Q) 
defined in (1.5). 
Stabilization of Hamiltonian systems by Lyapnnov’s second method 
In the case of Hamiltonian systems (1.1) a certainly more natural approach to stabilization 
is provided by Lyapunov’s second or direct method, as noted already by several authors [e.g. 
Tsinias and Kalouptsidis [lo], Jonckheere [ 111, Marino [ 1211. The reason is of course that there 
is a natural candidate for the Lyapunov function, namely the internal energy H itself, since 
(d/dt)H = 0 along any trajectory of the system (1.1) with u = 0. If H possesses a strict local 
minimum in (q,p) = (0,O) this already implies that the system (1.1) with u = 0 is (locally) 
stable (however not asymptotically stable). 
Remark. Of course an important advantage of Lyapunov’s second method in contrast with 
Lyapunov’s first method is that we are not restricted to the investigation of local (asymptotic) 
stability, where “local” can mean an arbitrary small neighborhood. Although we shall confine 
ourselves in the sequel to local (asymptotic) stability, the results can therefore be easily 
extended to cover the global case as well, using standard Lyapunov theory (cf. La Salle and 
Lefschetz [ 131). 
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In the rest of this section we assume that all the data of the Hamiltonian system (1.1) are 
(real) analyric. We will derive the following main theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider an analytic Hamiltonian system (1.1) with equilibrium point (q, p) = 
(0,O) and C,(O) = 0, i = 1, . , m. For an analytic function P : Y-, W denote VP = V + P 0 C. 
Let %{ correspond to HP = V, + K and Ci as in (1.5). Make now the following assumption: 
assume that for any P with P(0) = dP(0) = 0 the dimension of d%{(q,p) is constant for any 
point (q,p), with q # 0, in a neighborhood II of (0,O). Then the system can be made locally 
asymptotically stable around (0,O) using feedback u = a(q, p) if the following two conditions 
are satisfied. 
(a) There exists an analytic function S : Y + R such that V,(q) = V(q) + S o C(q) has a strict 
local minimum in q = 0 and dV,(q) # 0 for every (q,p) E U with q # 0. 
(b) dim d%,&q, p) = 2n for every (q, p) E U with q # 0. 
Moreover if both conditions are satisfied then the system can be stabilized using a decen- 
tralized outpurfeedback for the Hamiltonian system with extended measurements (1.6) of the 
form 
with k, and c, 
11, = -k,L’, - CiL'r, 
nonnegative constants. 
i= 1,. . .,m (2.6) 
Proof. The first step is to apply static output feedback (w.r.t. (1.1)) 
ils 
ni = - z (y) + u,, i= 1,. . .,m (2.7) 
2 I 
with u = (u,, . . , u,) the new inputs. This results in 
l3H 
41 = z (2.8) 
which is a Hamiltonian system with kinetic energy K and potential energy V,(q) = 
V(q) + s 0 C(q). S’ mce S satisfies condition a the function I/,(q) has a strict local minimum in 
q = 0 and hence the system (2.8) with u = 0 is locally stable. Now it is easy to see that there 
exist nonnegative constants k,, , . , k, such that also 
ii(q) = V(q) + ~ kjy,?. 
/=1 
has a strict local minimum in 0. In fact since C is submersive there exist coordinates q = (q,, 
. . .) q,J around 0 for Q such that C,(q,, . . , q,J = q,, j = 1, . . . , m. Hence S o C(q,, . . . , 
qn)=S(q,,...,qm).SinceV(q, ,... ,qn)+.Vql,..., q,,J has a local minimum in q = 0 and 
dV(0) = 0 it follows that dS(0) = 0. Now we can choose an m x m diagonal matrix D = diag 
(k,, . . . > k,) such that 
D>(s(O)) i,j=l,..., m. (2.9) 
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Then in a neighborhood of 0, 
V(q) = V(q) + 2 k;q/? > V(q,, . . .,qn)+S(qi...., qm) - w9 ’ V(O) 
I=1 
for every (q,, . . . , qJ # (0, . . ., 0). Hence v(q) possesses a strict local minimum in q = 0. 
Furthermore it is easily seen that if dV,(q) # 0 for q # 0 in a neighborhood of 0, then also 
dV(q) # 0 for q # 0 in a (possibly different) neighborhood of 0. Therefore instead of applying 
the feedback (2.7) we may also apply the decentralized output feedback 
U, = - k;y, + uj i= 1.. . ..m (2.10) 
resulting in a (locally) stable Hamiltonian system with potential energy V. The second step is 
to apply the output feedback 
U, = -C;yi, Ci > 0, i= 1.. . .,m. (2.11) 
An easy calculation shows that 
(2.12) 
where we differentiate along the trajectories of the system (1.1) with ui = -k;y, - c,j[. Hence 
it follows from Lyapunov stability theory [13] that the system with the above feedback (2.6) 
converges in a neighborhood of (0,O) to a maximal invariant subset contained in E = 
K4~P)l3,(4JJ) = . * = 3m(47P) = 01. c onsider a trajectory of (1.1) with feedback (2.6) con- 
tained in E. Then )‘j(q,p) = 0, j = 1, . . . , m, along this trajectory, and hence the inputs u, = 
- cijli are all zero and the outputs y, = C,(q) are all constant. i.e. yi = C,(q) = ml. i = 1, . . . , 
m. Denote the original Hamiltonian system (1.1) with Hamilton function H and u = 0 by-Z, 
and denote the output feedback transformed Hamiltonian system with Hamilton function H = 
K + ri and u = 0 by z. Let %,, and %a as in (1.5) correspond to 1, respectively s. 
So we have to deal with trajectories of 2 which are contained in sets C,(q) = a,. i = 1, . . . , 
m. For every x on such a trajectory it follows that 
{ti, C;}(x) = {Ei, {fi, Ci}}(X) = . . . = 0. (2.13) 
Hence in particular the trajectories of 2 contained in C,(q) = 0, i = 1, . . . , m. are contained 
in the analytic set 
N = {(4YP)lf(4$) = 0, WE Q. (2.14) 
Moreover, since (av/aq)(O) = 0 and C,(O) = 0, it follows that at least (0.0) E IV. In the 
same way it follows that the trajectories of Z contained in C,(q) = 0 are contained in N = 
{(q,P)]f(q,P) = 0, VfE %a} and that (0,O) E N. NOW, since kivi = 0 on the set C,(q) = 0, i = 
1, . . , m, the trajectories of 1 and 2 contained in C,(q) = 0 are actually the same! For using 
condition (b) we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2 Take the assumption of theorem 2.1. Then: dim d’%,(q,p) = 2n, V(q,p) E I/ with 
q # 0 and C(q) = 0 (=) there are no trajectories of 2 contained in U and the set Ci(q) = 0, 
i=l 7 *. ., m, except the origin (0,O). 
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Proof. Everythin g will be in an arbitrary small neighborhood of (0.0). (+). Take an 
arbitrary point (q, p) with q f 0 and C,(q) = 0. Since dim d%,(q,p) = 2n there exists a 
neighborhood V of (q.p) such that N rl V = (q, p). Therefore the trajectory passing through 
(q,p) should be the point (q,p) itself. Now suppose p # 0. Since (g”(q)) > 0 it follows that 
q # 0, and we have a contradiction. Furthermore if p = 0 then p = - (r3 V/aq)(q) f 0, since 
q # 0. Hence p(t) # 0 and q(t) # 0 for some f, a contradiction. Finally we consider a point 
(O,p), with p # 0. Then also q # 0 and we again obtain a contradiction, (G). Suppose dim 
d%$(q,p) = k < 2n, V(q, p) with q # 0 and C(q) = 0. (Here we use the assumption of theorem 
2.1.) Then M = N n {(q,p)/q f 0) . IS an analytic submanifold of dimension 2n - k. It is easily 
seen that (0,O) E M (-denotes closure). Now take a point (q,p) E M. Then f(q,p) = 0 and 
{H, f} (q,p) = 0 for everyfE (e,. Hence, by analyticity, X’(q,p) E M for every small t 3 0 
(Xl, is the integral flow of Z). Therefore M and hence N contains trajectories of Z different 
from the origin. n 
Proof of rheorem 2.1 continued. Let now condition (b) be satisfied. Then by lemma 2.2 it 
follows that 2 and hence 2 do not have trajectories contained in C,(q) = 0, escept (0,O). 
Hence by lemma 2.2 also dim d%,,(q. p) = 2n for every (q.p) E Cl with q f 0 and C(q) = 0. 
By the assumption of theorem 2.1 this yields dim d%;,(q, p) = 2n for every (q, p) with q f 0 in 
a neighborhood of (0.0). Then by the same argument of lemma 2.2 (3) it follows that there 
exist no trajectories of 2 contained in C,(q) = LY;, i = 1, . . . , m. except (0,O) if CY, = 0. Hence 
by La Salle’s theorem the origin (0,O) is locally asymptotically stable for the system (1.1) with 
feedback (2.6). n 
Remark 1. Intuitively the feedback scheme of theorem 2.1 is very clear. First vve shape the 
potential function V to a function with a strict minimum in q = 0 by applying output feedback 
ui = - (aslay,) + ui. or ui = - k,y, + ui. In fact the most general (state) feedback 11 + cr(q, p, u) 
under which the system remains Hamiltonian is necessarily of this form ui = - (ds/?+yl) + ui 
(van der Schaft [7]). After this output feedback the system is already stable. As a second step 
we add damping to the system via the feedback u, = -ciji, resulting in asymproric stability. 
This same rough idea for stabilization can be also found in [lC-141. Related is theorem 2 in 
Jurdjevic and Quinn [9]. It follows from theorem 2.1 that we do not have to add damping with 
respect to all generalized coordinates in order to achieve asymptotic stability. but only with 
respect to a set of functions Ci. . . . , C,,, : Q- R which is big enough for condition (b) to be 
satisfied. This is also known from engineering as noted by Jonckheere (1981); in general one 
local feedback nj = -cjq,, j fixed, has the tendency to spread all over the system. If m = n, 
i.e. if we observe all generalized coordinates, then conditions (a) ana ;b) are trivially satisfied 
(notice that the 2n functions C,, {H, Ci} are independent), and hence stabilization by Lyapunov’s 
second method is always possible as shown in [ll, 141. 
Remark 2. Condition (b) can be somewhat sharpened. If F: T*Q + 8 is a first integral of Z 
(a conserved quantity), then F may be added to the set (et,, since F is constant along any 
trajectory if Z:. In particular we may always add H to %,, in condition (b), since (d/dt) H = 0. 
We now wish to make some comments about conditions (a) and (b). Firstly we notice that 
if condition (a) is satisfied we have to choose the constants k,, . . , k, in (2.6) in such a way 
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that 
’ diag(k,, . . . , k,) (~(O,, 2 -(&Kg. 
1u29 
(2.15) 
In fact since V + S has a strict local minimum in 0, 
and hence 
Of course condition (a) as it stands is not very constructive. The following conditions are 
sufficient (but nor necessary) in order that condition (a) is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let the matrix 
(S (0)) 
be positive definite restricted to the subspace 
Ker g (0) . 
i i 
Then condition a is satisfied. 
The proof requires the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Q be an n x n symmetric matrix and let C be a surjective m x ITI matrix. Then 
there exists an m x m symmetric matrix H such that Q + CTHC > 0 if and only if Q restricted 
to Ker C is positive definite. 
Proof. (cf. Jongen er al. [lj]). The “only if” directions is clear. Let now QlKer C > 0. Let W 
be an n x (n - M) matrix whose columns span Ker C, and let V be an n X m matrix whose 
columns span the orthogonal complement of Q(Ker C). First we prove that the n x n matrix 
(V: W) is nonsingular. Let Va + Wfl= 0, with (YE Rm and p E W”-“. Then 0 = 
WTQ(Va + W/3) = WTQWp. S’ mce QlKer C > 0 this yields p = 0 and hence w = 0. It is easy 
to see that 
/ 
(v:w)T(Q + c~Hc)(~:w)=(-~~~~-~-~~~~HCV--~_~~~~~. 
I 
Since rank VTCTHCV = rank (V: W)TCTHC (V:W’) = rank CTHC it follows that Q + CTHC 
can be made positive by choosing an appropriate H = HT. n 
Proof of proposition 2.3. Apply lemma 2.4 to 
Q=( -$& (0)) and C = (g(O)). 
1 I 
Then take S(y) = (1/2)yTHy. n 
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We notice that the rank condition in condition (b) is weaker than the rank condition dim 
dXO(O, 0) = 2n which we need for stabilization via linearization. (If H = K + V has a strict 
local minimum in (0,O) then the eigenvalues of the linearized system are all on the imaginary 
axis. Hence the linearized system has to be controllable in order to be stabilizable.). 
One may wonder if condition (b) still cannot be relaxed, for instance by only requiring that 
dim%(q, p) = 2n for (q, p) in some subset, i.e. by only requiring some sort of strong accessibility 
or local weak observability (see theorem 1.1). However the following example shows this to 
be wrong. 
Example. Consider the Hamiltonian system (1,l) with Q = R3. 
K = 3pi + $pP: + ip$ + $pp1p2 sin q;, 
v=iq; +1q: +tq;, 
and 
C,(q) = 417 C,(q) = 42. 
Since {C,, {H, C,}} = - 4 sin q3, d im d’%(q,p) = 6 if q # &T + kx, k E Z, and the system is 
strongly accessible. However dim d%,(q,p) = 4 everywhere and hence condition (b) is not 
satisfied. By applying the feedback ui = -c,di, u2 = -c2g2 we obtain the equations 
41 =pl + ip2 sinq3 b1 = -ql - cljL 
42 = PZ + &PI sin q3 @2 = -42 - C?i? 
43 = P3 p3 = -q3 - dp*p2 cosq3. 
Hence q, = q2 = p1 = p2 = 0 is an invariant set, where the system equals the Hamiltonian 
system 
q3 = P3 
P3 = -q3. 
Therefore, the system is not asymptotically stable. 
Remark. dim d%(q,p) = 2n also implies local weak observability. Therefore an alternative 
interpretation of the above example is that the input u , = u1 = 0 does not distinguish between 
any two states, and therefore is not universal (Sussmann [16]). 
It follows from the proofs of theorem 2.1 and especially lemma 2.2 that under the assumption 
of theorem 2.1 condition (b) is unaffected by applying output feedback u, = -(aSlay, + Ui 
with (as/Jy,) (C(0)) = 0. 
This constitutes a kind of analogue to the case of stabilization by linearization where the 
rank condition dim Z&(O) = dim M (see (2.3)) . IS unaffected by applying feedback u = (u(x, rZ) 
with a(O) = 0. It is an interesting question if this remains to be true if we drop the constant 
dimension assumption of theorem 2.1. 
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For a comparison between stabilization by Lyapunov’s first and second method for Ham- 
iltonian systems we summarize the following points. A main advantage of the second method 
is the appealing form of the feedback ui = -k,y, - cijl, i.e. linear output feedback of a 
decentralized nature which is physically interpretable (addition of potential energy and 
damping), while in the first method we need general state feedback. Another important 
advantage of the second method is that we can derive global stabilization results, or at least 
we can determine the regions of asymptotic stability. An advantage of the first method is that 
we can freely choose the eigenvalues of the linear part of the feedback transformed Hamiltonian 
vector field, if the linearized system is controllable. Hence we can make the system “as much 
asymptotically stable as we want”, which is in the second method a more delicate issue (Tsinias 
and Kalouptsidis [lo]; see however Jonckheere [ll]). 
The derived sufficient conditions for applying Lyapunov’s first or second method are rather 
incomparable. Clearly, condition (b) is implied by the condition we need for controllability of 
the linearized system, since dim dSO(O, 0) = 2n implies that dim dXeo(q, p) = 2n in a neigh- 
borhood of (0,O). However condition (a) does not follow from controllability of the linearized 
system. (It is easy to see that controllability only implies that the matrix 
(& (0)) 
is nonsingular restricted to 
Ker g (0) ; 
(_ > 
hence we cannot use proposition 2.3.) 
3. AN APPLICATION TO ROBOT ,MANIPULATORS 
A general model for a robot manipulator is given by (Takegaki and Arimoto [14], 
Paul [ 171): 
aH 
4i = api 
i=l 1..., n (3.1) 
aH 
& = - a4_ + Ui 
1 
where H(q,p) is the sum of a kinetic energy 
and a potential energy V(q). Dependin, 0 on the fact that if we are considering a translational 
or rotational joint i the generalized coordinates qi are (joint) displacements or (joint) angles, 
and the generalized forces u, are translational external forces or external torques. which are 
delivered by actuators attached to each joint. The inverse matrix (gij(q)) = (go(q))-’ appearing 
in the kinetic energy 
T(q7 (i> = 1 C gij(qlGi4j = K(qJP) 
1.; 
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is called the (effective) inertia matrix and the derivatives of Tw.r.t. the generalized coordinates 
yield the nonlinear interaction forces between the links, i.e. the centrifugal and Coriolis forces. 
We notice that (3.1) constitutes a Hamiltonian system (1.1) with full observations Y = (yr, 
. . ..Y.) = (41,. . ., q,J. Hence every generalized momentum variable pi, and indirectly every 
qi can be controlled. Furthermore if we choose another set of output coordinates (Y; , . . ., 
YA) = @(Yi? . . .7 y,J, for instance Cartesian coordinates instead of joint angles, then the 
generalized forces (u,, . . . , u,) are transformed to a set (u;, . . . , u,) given by 
-1 
(ui,. . ., u:,)=(u1,...,11,) 
i 
$QYl,...,Yn)) . (3.2) 
I 
In general these new generalized forces (u; , . , u;) are not anymore the forces as delivered 
by the actuators. 
Since (it, . . . , y,) = (q,, . . , q,,) the conditions of theorem 2.1 are trivially satisfied and 
dim dsO(O, 0) = 2n. Furthermore it is easily seen that by output feedback ui = - (aSlaY,) + u, 
we can make every point 4 into a global minimum of the potential function V + S, if 
(S (4 
is bounded. In fact we may restrict ourselves to output feedback of the form (Takegaki and 
Arimoto [ 141 
ui = - g (B) - k,(q, - 4i) + ui, i= 1,. .,n. (3.3) 
I 
Hence by adding damping ui = -ciQj, i = 1, . . . , n, every point (4,O) can be made globally 
asymptotically stable. Such a stabilization scheme can therefore be used for point-to-point 
control. 
If not all generalized coordinates are available for observation it is clear that vve cannot 
make every point 4 into a global minimum of the potential function V + S. However, for a 
point 4 that can be made a global minimum we may try to apply theorem 2.1 to stabilize the 
system around (4, 0). 
Example. Consider the simple case (in Fig. 1) of two unit masses attached to the ends of 
links with length 1. Suppose we observe the angle coordinate Y = q1 and we are able to exert 
an external torque u around the first joint. We want to stabilize the system around q1 = 0 and 
q2 = Tc. 
The potential energy is 
and the kinetic energy by 
given by (set g = 1) 
v = 2 cos q 1 + cos qz 
T= 4; +$ +cjlcjrcos(q, - 42) 
Stabilization of Hamiltonian systems 
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Since this matrix is positive definite restricted to 
0 
ker dC = span 0 1 ’ 
there exists a feedback u = - ky + v = -kq, + v which makes (0, X) into a local minimum 
of ri = V + kqi (proposition 2.3). Indeed, take k = 2, then (0, n) is a global minimum of v. 
From the expression of T it follows that 
(g”(0, n))-’ = (_? -;,-’ = ;(y ;,. 
It is now easy to check that the system linearized in (0, id) is controllable and so dim 
d%$,(O, ‘2) is maximal (=4). Hence by theorem 2.1 a damping u = -c4, c > 0, will make (0, n) 
asymptotically stable. 
FIG. 1. 
Even if we have full observations the stabilization scheme of Takegaki and Arimoto may 
be refined by using theorem 2.1 in such a way that we do not have to feed back every joint 
velocity 4i in order to achieve global asymptotic stability. In fact, suppose we want to make 
the point (4,O) globally asymptotically stable by feedback of only one joint velocity, say Qi. 
This can be accomplished in the following way. 
(1”) Apply output feedback (3.3) such that 
for all q. Then the resulting potential funtion 
v = 3 i$i ki(qi - (ii)* 
has a global minimum in q = 4. 
(2”) Apply output feedback u = R(q - cj) + e,d, with d E R and R = Rr > 0, such that the 
linear Hamiltonian system 
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with 
P = (g”(4)), Q = (& (4)) + R, 
1 I 
and et the first basis vector in R”; is controllable. (Since the linearized system is controllable, 
there always exists such an R.) 
(3”) Finally apply the feedback d = -cdl, c > 0. Since by (27, condition (b) of theorem 2.1 
is satisfied with respect to only one output function yt = C,(ql) = qL, the resulting system is 
globally asymptotically stable. 
In general the matrix R in (2”) has to contain nonzero off-diagonal elements. Hence the 
price we have to pay for stabilization by feeding back only one joint velocity is that we have 
to use a static output feedback with respect to the generalized coordinates (yl, . . . . y,) = (q,, 
. . .) q,J, which is not of a decentralized nature and introduces extra couplings betlveen the 
links. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In [ll] and [14] it has been shown how a Hamiltonian system with a number of independent 
external forces which equals the degree of freedom of the system, can be stabilized using 
Lyapunov’s second method. In this paper we extend this approach to the case that one is 
limited to a smaller number of external forces and to the measurement of only a part of the 
generalized coordinates and velocities. This also constitutes a refinement of some related 
results independently obtained by Tsinias and Kalouptsidis [lo] and Marino [ 121. The resulting 
feedback scheme is from a physical point of view very appealing, and gives rigor to the intuitive 
idea that damping in a part of the system may cause stability of the whole system. From a 
mathematical point of view it would be interesting to make a closer study of the space se, and 
its zero-set N,,, especially in connection with the structure of the Lie algebra % determining 
the “controllability and observability” of the system. 
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